SC100 Series Seismic Vibration Sensors

High-Value Asset Protection You Can Bank On
Sense the Possibilities!

Protect Bank Vaults, ATMs, Safes and More with the Honeywell Home SC100 Series Seismic Vibration Sensors

How it Works

SC100
- Detects vibrations arising from attempts to disturb solid structures including fixed ATMs, bank vaults, safes and doors

SC105
- Uniquely equipped to safeguard freestanding objects like standalone ATMs, vending and ticket machines or to secure file cabinets in noisy environments
- Excellent for high-risk items like gun cases in retail environments or drug cabinets in medical and pharmaceutical settings

Both models can be installed in new or existing security systems. A simple change of a DIP switch setting lets you choose between the safes/vault application—no additional sensors required!

Superior Protection

Advanced sensing technology offers superior protection over traditional shock sensors, which often lack the reliability to discriminate between ambient vibration and real attacks. The sensors can detect heavy strokes from sledgehammers, repeated knocks from hammer and chisel attacks, drilling, mechanical cutting, acetylene torches, diamond drills, hydraulic jacks and more

Easy Installation and Reduced Costs

• The compact size enables placement inside small hardware—letting you safeguard items that were previously difficult to protect
• Built-in end-of-line (EOL) resistors improve connectivity to the control panel—boosting reliability, saving you time and reducing service calls and associated expenses
• Integrated temperature alert feature eliminates the need for additional sensors—reducing your inventory and saving you money

For more information
security.honeywellhome.com/hsc

The Honeywell Home SC100 Series provides you with an excellent way to win new business—letting you offer banks, retailers and other organizations robust security solutions for high-value assets that were previously too costly or impractical to protect. You’ll find the compact, high-performance sensors are a great way to differentiate your business—giving you a competitive edge you can take to the bank.